
 

 

 

Egunje has many meanings and can be defined in many ways. To some, it connotes bribery and corruption, to 

others; it means defiance and losses. 

existence of our nation now than ever before

expose it, we do not want to sit down anymore and watch it destroy us. Therefore we 

publicly told,  passionate poems  to be written

tweets  to be shared. In the light of the above we present to you the

concept has been tied to a competition

the fore.  

We will reward the best stories, the best poems, the best songs and the most involved members of the Twitter 

as we put the flood light on the “Spirit of

in its entirety, we can at least march on the road to reducing it.

can do is tweet about it. The hashtag is #EgunjeInfo and the Twitter handle to follow is @PINS2015.

 

The Five Categories of the Competitio

We have divided the competition into five categories which includes

Egunjeinfo poem, the best Egunjeinfo

and generously portrays the essence of the 

twitter) using the hashtag #Egunjeinfo from

rewarded. 

 

The rules of the competition are as follows

We expect all entries in all the categories to be original, creative and uni

The story and the poem must not be above 600

The file format must be Microsoft word file (doc, docx)

Entry format for the audio/visual category must

Entry format for the Art/cartoon must be in JPEG format

You can send your entry to pins2015@gmail.com

In sending the entry, include: Full name, phone number,

Entry deadline for submission is Friday, 2

Entries will not be considered if candidate are not followers of @PINS2015

Networks on Facebook.  

What you stand to win 

you stand to win mouth watering prizes like Blackberry playbooks, HTC phones, digital drawing pads, 

wireless keyboards, hard drives, media exposure, musical instruments

associated with Public Integrity Networks (

 

Do not miss this opportunity let the world hear you but most of all do not 

something about the state and spate of corruption in Nigeria. 

competition. 

The Spirit of Egunje is brought to you by Public Integrity Networks @PI

 

The Spirit of Egunje 
has many meanings and can be defined in many ways. To some, it connotes bribery and corruption, to 

 The cost of giving and receiving egunje has become more costly

our nation now than ever before. Since it has eaten into the very fabric of our nation, we want to 

expose it, we do not want to sit down anymore and watch it destroy us. Therefore we want; t

poems  to be written to show its effect, the songs  to never leave our minds

In the light of the above we present to you the Spirit of Egunje. The Spirit

competition to make you a participant of bringing the burning issue

We will reward the best stories, the best poems, the best songs and the most involved members of the Twitter 

Spirit of Egunje” and look to chase it off our land for good. If we can’t chase it 

march on the road to reducing it. You should participate in this. The least you 

can do is tweet about it. The hashtag is #EgunjeInfo and the Twitter handle to follow is @PINS2015.

the Competition. 

We have divided the competition into five categories which includes; the best Egunjeinfo story

info song/video, the best Egunjeinfo art/cartoon that capture, depicts 

the essence of the “Spirit of Egune”. Also the most involved “tweep

#Egunjeinfo from the beginning through to the end of the competi

The rules of the competition are as follows: 

expect all entries in all the categories to be original, creative and unique.  

be above 600 and 400 words respectively. 

The file format must be Microsoft word file (doc, docx) 

category must be in mp3/3gp/mp4 formats. 

Entry format for the Art/cartoon must be in JPEG format. 

pins2015@gmail.com. 

de: Full name, phone number, twitter handle and category of entry

Friday, 2nd of November 2012. 

Entries will not be considered if candidate are not followers of @PINS2015 on twitter and Public Integrity 

watering prizes like Blackberry playbooks, HTC phones, digital drawing pads, 

, media exposure, musical instruments and a lot more. No member of staff 

Networks (PINS2015) and omojuwa.com are allowed to win this.

let the world hear you but most of all do not lose the opportunity

state and spate of corruption in Nigeria. Send your entry today and join in the 

The Spirit of Egunje is brought to you by Public Integrity Networks @PINS2015 on twitter 

has many meanings and can be defined in many ways. To some, it connotes bribery and corruption, to 

more costly to the 

Since it has eaten into the very fabric of our nation, we want to 

want; the stories  to be 

never leave our minds,  and the 

Spirit of Egunje 

issue of Egunje to 

We will reward the best stories, the best poems, the best songs and the most involved members of the Twitter 

If we can’t chase it 

You should participate in this. The least you 

can do is tweet about it. The hashtag is #EgunjeInfo and the Twitter handle to follow is @PINS2015. 

story, the best 

that capture, depicts 

tweep” (people on 

the end of the competition will also be 

and category of entry. 

on twitter and Public Integrity 

watering prizes like Blackberry playbooks, HTC phones, digital drawing pads, 

No member of staff 

d to win this. 

opportunity of doing 

your entry today and join in the 

 


